BVCOE ACM Student Chapter

Application for ACM Student Chapter Excellence Awards 2016-2017. Below is a brief description of our chapter followed by the applications for the following 4 categories.

- Outstanding Chapter Activities
- Outstanding Community Service
- Outstanding Website
- Outstanding Recruitment Program

Institution: Bharati Vidyapeeth’s College of Engineering

Address: A 4, Rohtak Road (Near Paschim Vihar East Metro Station) Paschim Vihar, New Delhi, Delhi-110063

Office Bearers:

Faculty Sponsor: Prof. (Dr.) Vanita Jain (vanita.jain@bharatividyapeeth.edu)

Faculty Mentor: Ms. Narina Thakur (Computer Science Department), Ms. Shifaly Sharma (Electronics and Communication Department) and Ms. Sarita Yadav (Information Technology Department)

Chairperson: Pooja Bharadwaj (poojazb7h@gmail.com)

Vice Chairperson: Mahesh Mehandiratta (Mahesh.ratta95@gmail.com)

Program Chair: Abhishek Matlotia (abhi.matlotia@gmail.com)

Membership Chair: Shivani Mankotia (146.shivani@gmail.com)

Treasurer: Ghausia Gulrukh (gghausia@gmail.com)

Secretary: Shivika Arora (shivika21arora@gmail.com)

Web Master: Uday Upreti (udapra@gmail.com)

Number of Chapter Members: 240

Number of Faculty Volunteer: 4

Number of Student Volunteers: 75

Website URL: bvcoe.acm.org

Facebook URL: https://www.facebook.com/acmbvp

DESCRIPTION OF SCHOOL

Bharati Vidyapeeth’s College of Engineering, New Delhi since its establishment in 1999, has strived to provide the best engineering education to its students through well qualified and dedicated faculty and provision of well-equipped modern labs.
The college affiliated to Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University, New Delhi, and approved by All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE), Ministry of HRD, Govt. of India, BVCOE is steadily striding forward in its quest of establishing itself among the top engineering colleges in North India.

The vision of the college is to continuously excel and thus coming together enlivens the research themes, creates awareness about upcoming technologies and provide platform to budding research workers for achieving their rightful place in the scientific community.

DESCRIPTION OF CHAPTER

The BVCOE Delhi Student Chapter of the ACM was established in May, 2013 with a goal to provide students a better exposure to ideas, knowledge, experience, and trends in computing. The chapter aims at creating interest among the students in computer science apart from what they learn during the course work. The Chapter organizes various technical events like Programming Contests, Technical quizzes, Discussions etc.

ESSAY: Outstanding Recruitment Program

Fresh members are recruited via a personal interview process, which is performed annually. Students of all departments are duly informed about the process and important dates beforehand. When it comes to recruitment, we uphold the buzzword of, “Initiate & Support”.

We welcome anyone who comes up with a bright idea to conduct an event or proposes to start an SIG with a clear plan of action. The online fliers and forms are circulated around late spring and the interested ones can read the prospects and activities and also about the position that they want to apply for. Moving over to the day of the interview, the interviews are taken by panels of seniors of the chapter itself which are well structured and all the questions are pre-decided, giving the students an unbiased platform to get selected for the various posts. The student has to be present with his/her resume and the responses to the questions are recorded by the panel for better scrutiny and judgment of the candidate. The results are generally out within a month, leaving some happy and some hopeful for the next time.

Our Student Chapter, ACM-BVP has a total of 240 student members presently and 12 of them are the international members of ACM.

In order to increase the number of our student members and let them know about the benefits of joining an organisation like ACM, regular workshops, presentations and online events are held throughout the year, which not only augment their existing skills but also keep ACM in the collective consciousness of our college.